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•  Scintillator: 
–  4 cm scintillator bars covered with TiO2  

–  Light collection through WLS fibers 
–  Fibers housed in a surface grove / embedded hole       

•  WLS fibers:   
–   φ = 1mm  type Y11(300)  (Kuraray) or BCF92  (Saint Gobain), 

Attenuation length λ ≈ 3.5m,   trapping efficiency  ε ≈ 5.5%  
•  Fibers readout: 

–  Multi Pixel Photon Counters  (Hamamtsu), Silicon Photo Multiplier 
(IRST Trento-Italy): 

•  Gain  >105,  DE ≈ 40% (@ 500 nm, MPPC)  (DE = Q.E  x Fill 
factor x Avalanche probability)   

•  < 1ns risetime   
•  Low bias voltage (35V SiPM, 70V MPPC)  
•  Dark current rate @ room temperature : 100s of kHz @ 0.5 phe,  

few 10s of kHz @ 1.5 phe, few kHz @ 2.5 phe  

Scintillator bars + WLS fibers  readout on both ends by Geiger 
mode APDs 
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Cosmic test setup 

Cosmics Test Setup  

MPPC 

•  Tests with cosmics  

•  scintillator: 1.5cmx2.0cm, with 
one embedded hole (one  fiber) 

•  Same scintillator with a surface 
groove   

•  WLS fibers: Saint Gobain BCF92, 
and kuraray T11 – 300ppm   

•   φ = 1mm, ≈ 4m long  

•  Fibers Readout:  
1.  MPPC “plug and play” module 

(Hamamatsu), 1.2mm active 
area  

2.   SiPM with custom FE amplifiers  
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Fast discriminator  
 / trigger   board  
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•  The MPPC modules comes with 
(unknown) FE electronics 

•  For the SiPM devices a prototype amplifier 
has been developed based on commercial 
Texas Instrument THS4303 fast amplifier  

•  The idea is to preserve as much as 
possible the very fast leading edge of the 
SiPM signal (~ 200psec) to minimize the 
time spread 

•  The combination with a fast / low jitter 
discriminator board can give < 1ns time 
resolution  
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Module prototype  
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adc channels 

1 phe 
2 phe 

3 phe 

pedestal 

ADC spectrum for MPPC 350 cm far from the trigger 

Average number of phe:  
~ 9 at maximum distance 
(~4m) 
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Detection efficiency: 
•   ~96% @ 1.5 phe 
•   ~94% @ 2.5 phe  



Light yield         Fiber: Kuraray  
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ADC spectrum 350 cm far from the trigger 
Separate plots for pedestal and signal  



Light yield        fiber kuraray   
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Thinner scintillator  
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•  From the point of view of the detection efficiency we 
have a certain degree of freedom in choosing the 
type of fiber and its positioning in the scintillator 
(embedded hole or surface groove) 

•  The scintillator has to have a thickness of  at least 1.5 
cm. With 1.0 cm the efficiency at 1.5 phe is only 73%    

•  We can now proceed to analyze the time 
behaviour…. 
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Time (ns) 

Time resolution for different cut on ADC ch 
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•  time resolution studies are ongoing 
using  fast discriminator  board with 
programmable thresholds 

•  for each input the board provides 
outputs at different thresholds  

•  The idea is to use a high (2.5 p.e.) 
threshold to reduce noise and a lower 
threshold to have precise timing    

•  5 cm scintillators has been used in the 
trigger to have a precise time reference 

•  A Multi-hit TDC (caen 1190A) is now  
used 

•  SiPM signal shows multiple hits, not 
easy to deal with….  
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So what we get is…..  
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Next steps  

•  Complete the timing studies 

•  Spread of  gain/dark noise  for more SiPM (we have 
now about 20 devices)  

•  Study of temperature behaviour      
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•  Detection efficiency studies show that:  
•  Kuraray fibers give little more light  wich translates into 

an efficiency a few % higher, but always better than 94%  
•  The fiber placed in a surface groove (instead of the 

embedded hole) gives an efficiency just about 1-2 % 
lower 

•  Timing resolution studies are ongoing, the time response of 
the SiPM is very fast and signals shows multiple peaks due 
probably to different arrival times of photons. 

•  Various strategies are under study to detect the correct time     
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adc channels 

1 phe 
2 phe 

3 phe 
4 phe pedestal 

ADC spectrum for MPPC 350 cm far from the trigger 

adc channels 

ADC spectrum for MPPC 50 cm far from the trigger Distance from photodetector (cm) 
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Average number of phe: ~ 9 at 
maximum distance (4m) 

adc channels 

pedestal 

ADC spectrum from SiPM 200 cm 
far from the trigger 
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•  APD: 
–  For BaBar R&D was considered the model  RMD #S0223: 

•   G>1000 
•   QE=65% (>530 nm)  
•   5ns risetime 
•  High bias voltage (1850V)  difficult to stabilize 
•  G very sensitive to V and T variations  

–    Hamamatsu APDs have lower gain (few 100), bias voltage 400- 500 V     
 Geiger mode APDs: 
•  MPPC (Hamamatsu), SiPM (FBK- IRST)  

•  G >105  

•  DE ≈ 40% (530nm)  (DE = Q.E  x Fill factor x Avalanche probability)   
•  ~ 1ns risetime  
•  ≈ 10 times less sensitive to V and T variations  
•  Low bias voltage (30-70V)  
•  Dark current rate @ room temperature :    100s of kHz thr = 0.5 phe  
                                                                            10s of kHz  if thr = 1.5 phe   


